LANDSCAPING TRENDS
When building a new home and working to make it the
home of your dreams, everything must be considered and
thought of when designing it. You want your new home to
be structurally sound and have all the designs and
specifics on the inside, but you also want your new home
to be appealing from the outside. A person’s perspective
of a home starts with its curb appeal and how the
landscaping looks. To help you decide and determine what
to include in your landscaping designs for your new home,
we have put together several different landscaping trends
to consider throughout the process.

OUTDOOR
LIVING
Depending on where you live and the factors that
come into play such as weather, temperature and
space, many people love the idea of using outdoor
areas as extended living spaces. This means using
those areas for purposes such as outdoor kitchens,
patios and entertainment spaces, pool areas and
more. The goal is being able to be outdoors and use
these areas to spend time with family and friends.
Having outdoor kitchens, patios and pools is a
growing trend, and homeowners are willing to put
in time and money to make these areas perfect

Outdoor Kitchen
Being able to entertain people outside when the weather is nice
is always a great plus. Large grills, counter space and even a pizza
kitchen have functional and aesthetic purposes. Who doesn’t love
a great cookout!

Outdoor Patio
One trend that is ever-growing is having a fire pit being the focal
point of a patio. There are many different types, colors, designs and
sizes of fire pits to choose from. You can have a large, round woodburning fire pit that follows your rustic and antique look or a small,
black fire pit that runs off gas.
To go with the fire pit, putting comfortable furniture to relax in no
matter the time of day just builds on the experience. Ultimately, fire
pits and patios give friends and families the chance to gather
around and spend quality time with each other while enjoying the
day or night and views to be seen.

Outdoor Gardens
Although we love to see the many colors that spring flowers
bring, it is seen more today, that homeowners are trying to be
more subtle and focus on fewer colors of the same hue.
Homeowners have moved towards the trend of a garden that
uses less color and has an interesting detail or edge. Gardens
don’t need to be too much; sometimes simpler can be better.
The important thing is to keep in mind how much time and
effort you want to put into your landscape and choose plants
and designs that match your preference.
Do your research and carefully choose plants that are in line
with your color scheme and maintenance level since some
plants require more time, water and resources. Figure out the
overall design and plan for your garden.
For example, many homeowners are making plants the focus of
their landscape by creating nurseries, home centers and
vegetable gardens for growing food to eat. It has a practical
purpose and brings beauty to all areas of your landscape.

Xeriscaping
Xeriscaping is landscaping that reduces the need for
supplemental water. One way you do this is by selecting plants
that can survive in low-water environments and are adaptive.
There are a few different reasons a homeowner would use this
type of landscaping technique.
One reason is because of the weather. If the area doesn’t
receive much rain, the plants used in this area don’t need to
require ample amounts of water. Some areas even restrict the
amount of water used on landscape.
Another reason is to use fewer resources and reduce the
environmental footprint a homeowner leaves. Lastly, xeriscaping
saves time and money put towards landscape at your home
since it is a low-maintenance style of landscaping.
In addition to which plants you select, there are other ways to
reduce the water and resources used on your landscape. You can
build a patio and reduce the amount of lawn and other greenery
as a part of your landscape. You can also use better soils where
you do have plants.
In the end, people can see the many benefits of xeriscaping
and why it has become a popular trend in today’s world. It
helps you leave a smaller footprint and can save a
homeowner a lot of time and money all while having a
beautiful landscape and garden. For more information and
ideas revolving around xeriscaping, be sure to visit
www.landscapingnetwork.com/Xeriscape-landscaping.

Outdoor Design
When it comes to designing your outdoor areas at your home, the
colors and types of material you use are important. Natural colors
and sights like rocks, bricks and concrete continue to be used by
many homeowners. There is a natural draw to views like that.
Lighting around your landscape is also important to design. Lighting
gives you more time to use the outdoor areas you have, and it helps
highlight features of your home, decorations, and plants when it is
dark out. One trend many use is having LED lights on café string
lights. It can go with all kinds of designs and gives you the light you
want. Another trend with lights that is popular and convenient is
being able to control your lights with a smart device such as a
phone or tablet. Being able to change the dimness or color using
your smart device makes it easier, and people love it.
When it comes to structures outdoors, the trend is moving towards
darker colors. People are using black, dark blues and dark greens
more on things like fences, decks and even homes. People are
doing this to get more out of their structures and to create a
background that helps the garden’s colors pop more.
Your landscape is the first thing people see when they drive by or
come to your home. Having a great landscape and curb appeal can
give a great first impression. A beautiful landscape can also have
many functional appeals for use and entertainment.
At Keystone Custom Homes, you will find that we can incorporate
many of these features, designs and styles in your own landscape at
your new home. Ultimately, our customers’ wants and needs are our
focus. Visit www.KeystoneCustomHome.com or call 877-513-0385
today to see how we can help you.

